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h A SOFT ERROR is a transient fault, induced by

one particle striking the sensitive region of a device

with deposited charges, and latched by a memory

element after propagation. These errors can change

the state of the circuit and result in various system

failures. Traditionally, soft errors are a major concern

in memory circuits, such as SRAM and DRAM. How-

ever, technology scaling has recently reduced de-

vice size and logic depth. Together with increasing

operating frequencies, this has led to exponential

growth in soft-error rates (SERs) for combinational

circuits. Because the soft-error issue of combina-

tional circuits can no longer be ignored, it is critical

for circuit reliability in very deep submicron

(VDSM) technologies.

Several works characterize and analyze SERs for

combinational circuits. Rao et al. [1] present a

linear-time algorithm for

SER analysis of combi-

national circuits using pa-

rameterized descriptors.

MARS-C [2] and FASER

[3] propose efficient esti-

mation frameworks with

high level accuracy for

soft-error analysis using

two symbolic techniques,

binary decision diagrams (BDDs), and algebraic

decision diagrams (ADDs), respectively. SERA [4]

computes SER by combining the graph theory, fault

simulation, probability theory, and circuit simula-

tion. AnSER [5] investigates a signature-based SER

framework, while considering the timing masking

effect to enhance circuit reliability. SEAT-LA [6]

models the propagation of a pulse and estimates

SER by particular characterized cell libraries and

analytical equations. However, all previous ap-

proaches do not address fluctuation in gate perfor-

mance that is induced by process variation in very

deep submicron technologies. Thus, the SER accu-

racy is typically unsatisfactory.

With the continuous technology scaling, espe-

cially in nanometer technologies, process varia-

tion significantly influences the performance of

fabricated chips and is a key issue for advanced

CMOS designs. More specifically, process variation

makes SER estimation more challenging as the

electrical characteristic (e.g., delay) of a gate is no

longer a fixed value, but a random variable from a
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probability distribution. As a result, SER analysis

must shift from a deterministic framework to a sta-

tistical one.

The impact of process variation on soft error in

state-holding elements, such as SRAM and DFF, are

first studied in [7] and [8]. Variations such as, hot

carrier injection (HCI), negative bias temperature

instability (NBTI), and interdie channel length

variation, on combinational circuits are also ana-

lyzed for soft errors in [9] and [10], which have not

yet been exercised on large-scale designs. Later,

Peng et al. [11] propose an accurate statistical soft-

error rate (SSER) framework built on learning-based

statistical models for transient-fault distributions.

Using statistical tables for cell models in Monte Carlo

simulation, the work [12] investigates an alternative

SSER approach that is more accurate, but runs

slower than the previous method [11]. However,

both works [11], [12] simplify the SER estimation by

injecting only four levels of electrical charges.

Therefore, this study poses a simple, yet important,

question, ‘‘Are four levels of electrical charges

enough to converge SER correctly and properly

address the process variation effect?’’

Figure 1a compares of SERs from Monte Carlo

SPICE simulations. These SERs had different levels of

charges when collected onto a sample circuit (c17

from ISCAS’85) with different latching-window sizes.

The line with square symbols and the line with circle

symbols represent the SERs induced by four-level

and full-spectrum charge collection, respectively.

Moreover, the Y-axis denotes SERs in failure-in-time

(FIT), which is defined as one failure in 109 hours.

This study applies process variation for the Monte

Carlo SPICE simulation by perturbing the gate

width (W) and channel length (L) of each device.

As the latching-window size was set to 100 ps, the

SERs obtained from four-level and full-spectrum

analyses were the same. However, as the latching-

window size grew to 150 ps, the effective range of

charge collection for SSER analysis increased from

35 to 132 fC. Therefore, the SER difference between

four-level and full-spectrum analyses grew to 69%.

Another question naturally arises, ‘‘If four levels of

charge collection are not sufficient to derive accurate

SERs, how many levels are sufficient?’’

Figure 1b suggests the answer. All levels of de-

posited charges should be considered because

SERs increase with charge collections. SER differ-

ence using different levels of deposited charges is

further illustrated (see Figure 2), where the upper

and lower parts show SER estimation by only four

levels of charges and by all levels of charges,

respectively. The X- and Y-axis denote the pulse-

width of transient faults and the effective frequency

for a particle strike of different levels of deposited

charges. For the analysis using four-level deposited

charges, only four transient-fault (TF) distributions

were generated and could contribute to the final

soft error rate. In other words, soft errors can only be

generated from four concentrated distributions, and

therefore may result in mistakes on SER integration.

As the latching-window size of one flip-flop was far

from the first TF distribution, soft errors from such

TF distributions were entirely masked due to the

timing-masking effect [5]. For example, the biggest

pulsewidth distribution in the upper part of Figure 2

is excluded from SER estimation. But, only part of

Figure 1. (a) Statistical SER comparison using four-level
and full-spectrum charge collection w.r.t. different
latching-window sizes by SPICE simulation on c17.
(b) Statistical SER computation w.r.t. different levels
of charge collection (using different number of charges),
indicating that all levels of deposited charges should
be considered.
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them (those smaller decomposed TF distributions)

were masked during analysis using all levels of de-

posited charges (see Figure 2, lower part). As a

result, SER estimation was no longer valid with ana-

lysis using only four levels of charges and instead

should comprehensively consider full-spectrum

charge collection.

This study presents a fast-yet-accurate frame-

work that integrates the process-variation effect and

considers full-spectrum charge collection during

SSER analysis of combinational circuits. In addi-

tion, a technique of automatic bounding-charge

selection is incorporated for accelerating SER com-

putation and determining the least required set of

deposited charges to apply statistical analysis. Ad-

vanced learning technique [i.e., support vector

machine (SVM)] is also used to derive a quality

cell model for facilitating SER computation. The

rest of the paper is organized as follows: first we

describe the background of transient faults and the

overview of statistical SER (SSER) estimation. Then,

we describe the techniques including intensified

data-learning and automatic bounding-charge selec-

tion. We follow that with a description of the expe-

riments on ISCAS’85 circuits, a series of multipliers,

and an AES chipher from IWLS 2005 benchmark,

with the result of a 107X runtime speed-up and 0.8%

accuracy loss in SERs on average when compared to

the Monte Carlo SPICE simulation. Finally, we draw

the conclusion.

Background

Radiation-induced transient faults
A neutron particle generates electron-hole pairs

upon striking the silicon bulk of a device. These free-

ing electron hole pairs result in transient faults and

may cause system failures. However, three masking

mechanisms affect transient fault propagation

through an arbitrary path to a flip-flop. These masking

mechanisms collectively help prevent the soft errors

caused by such transient glitches in the circuit. The

following discussion briefly introduces each of three

masking mechanisms [1], [11], [12].

1) Logical masking: a transient fault disappears

because one of the side-inputs for a gate on its

propagation has the controlling value (0 for

AND-type gates and 1 for OR-type gates) and

stops the propagation of such transient fault.

2) Electricalmasking: a transient fault is attenuated,

and has a weaker pulsewidth in voltage, after

propagating through a gate. This is because of

the electrical properties (charging/discharging)

of the gate. If the attenuation effect is strong

enough, such transient fault may disappear after

propagation.

3) Timing masking: a transient fault will not be

latched and not become a soft error because its

arrival time falls outside the latching window

(setup time + hold time) of one flip-flop.

Additionally, a transient fault induced by a par-

ticle strike can be modeled as a current source in-

jected into the drain of a transistor as shown in

Figure 3. The transient fault can be induced by two

Figure 3. Current source model of a particle strike at a
circuit node.

Figure 2. Transient-fault distributions induced by
four-level and full-spectrum charge collection.
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kinds of particles, alpha particles and neutron parti-

cles. Generally, the current source model for an

alpha particle induced transient fault is typically ex-

pressed into a double-exponential term [7], [8],

[10] while the current source model for a neutron

particle which is our focus in this paper can be

formulated into a single exponential pulse [1], [3],

[4], [13] as

IðtÞ ¼ Q

�

ffiffiffi
t

�

r
e�t=� (1)

where Q is the total amount of deposited charges.

� is charge collection time constant that depends on

the process-related factors and can be calibrated

through TCAD simulation [14]. However, not every

energy level of such particle can result in a transient

fault. Transient faults induced by low energy levels

of particles (i.e., G 35 fC in this paper) may disappear

due to its resulting output voltage less than VDD/2.

Some high energy levels of particles (i.e., > 132 fC in

this paper) can be ignored because of extremely low

flux of neutrons (10� less than low energy levels)

[15]. According to the current source model in (1)

and extensive SPICE simulation, the range of in-

jected charge becomes [35 fC, 132 fC].

Overview of statistical SER
This section provides an overview of the statis-

tical SER analysis presented in [11]. Figure 4 shows

the modified statistical analysis flow appended and

considers full-spectrum charge collection, mainly

involving cell characterization, signal probabil-

ity computation, electrical-probability compu-

tation, and SER estimation.

1) SER Estimation: SER induced by a neutron-

particle strike on a gate i in the circuit under test

(CUT) is first denoted as SERi with the following

definition:

SERi ¼
ZQmax

q¼0

RðqÞ � Psoft�errði; qÞð Þdq (2)

where Psoft�errði; qÞ is the probability of soft-error

occurrence. This indicates that a transient fault

originated from a particle striking at gate i and

the deposited charge q results in a soft error at

an arbitrary flip-flop. Frequency RðqÞ is the

striking rate of deposited charge q in unit time.

That is

RðqÞ ¼ F � K � A� 1

Qs

� e
�q
Qs (3)

where F is the neutron flux with energy, K is a

technology independent fitting parameter, A is

the susceptible area in cm2, and Qs is the

charge-collection slope. Finally, total SER for the

CUT is represented as the summation of all SERi

SERCUT ¼
XNg�1

i¼0
SERi (4)

where Ng is the total number of gates in the CUT.

2) Signal-Probability Computation: The term

Psoft�errði; qÞ in (2) includes the computation for

the logic probability Plogcði; jÞ and the electrical

probability Pelecði; j; qÞ to reflect the three mask-

ing mechanisms. This term can be further

defined as

Psoft�errði; qÞ ¼
XNff�1

j¼0
Plogcði; jÞ � Pelecði; j; qÞ (5)

where Nff is the total number of flip-flops in the

CUT. Logic probability Plogcði; jÞ is the probability
Figure 4. Proposed SSER analysis flow modified
from [11].
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of a transient fault not being masked by the

logical-masking mechanism through path

ði ! jÞ from gate i to flip-flop j. This probability

is computed by the signal probability ðPsigÞ for
the designated logic value on the strike node

and multiplied by the accumulated signal

probability ðPsideÞ for noncontrolling values on

all side-inputs along the target path as follows:

Plogcði; jÞ ¼ Psig �
Y
k2i!j

PsideðkÞ (6)

where k denotes one of the gates along the target

path ði ! jÞ starting from node i towards flip-

flop j.

3) Electrical-Probability Computation: Electri-

cal Probability Pelecði; j; qÞ accounts for the

electrical- and timing masking mechanisms. Its

definition is as follows:

Pelecði; j; qÞ ¼ Perr�latchðpwj ;wjÞ
¼ Perr�latch �elec�maskði; j; qÞ;wj

� �
(7)

where Perr�latchðpwj ;wjÞ is the latching probabil-

ity with the following definition:

Perr�latchðpw;wÞ ¼
1

tclk

Z�xþ3�x
0

x � Pðx > 0Þdx: (8)

Here, the pulsewidth ðpwÞ of a transient fault,

and the latching-window size ðwÞ of the flip-flop,

are random variables. x ¼ pw�w is a new

random variable with �x and �x as the mean and

variance.

Note that �elec�maskði; j; qÞ in (7) is the electrical

masking function used to reflect the electrical-

masking mechanism, and can be formulated as

�elec�maskði; j; qÞ
¼ �prop . . . �prop �prop

���
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

m times

ðpw0; 1Þ; 2Þ; . . .Þ;mÞ: (9)

First, pw0 ¼ �strikeðq; iÞ denotes the initial pulse-

width for a particle strike with charge q deposited at

gate i. Then, this transient fault propagates to the

next gate, resulting in the respective pulsewidth

ðpw1Þ, according to the electrical properties of such

gate. Finally, pwj is derived when this transient fault

propagates along the propagation path ði ! jÞ from
node i through m gates to the flip-flop j. In (9), �strike
and �prop represent the first-strike function and the

propagation function, respectively. They are ex-

plained in the following section.

An intensified SSER analysis framework
Based on the approach in [11], to enable a better

SSER analysis, we need to find more accurate, but

efficient, first-strike function �strike and propagation

function �prop to encompass the process-variation

effect. Hence, this study uses a learning with data

construction method for statistical model extrac-

tion. The proposed algorithm also incorporates an

automatic bounding-charge selection technique

to remove unnecessary charges for facilitating SER

estimation.

Intensified learning with data reconstruction
Although the lookup-table (LUT) method [12] is

eminent for providing adequate model accuracy, it

is not cost-effective to compute SER, especially

when considering full-spectrum charges. Therefore,

this method uses a state-of-the-art computational

learning technique, called support vector machine

(SVM) [16], for cell characterization, instead of the

LUT method. SVM also provides two additional

merits: 1) SVM models can be generalized to predict

unseen samples and 2) SVM models are highly

compact. For more details on the statistical learning

theory and SVM, see [16].

Although SVM provides accurate and compact

models to estimate SER in [11], two problems re-

main unsolved: 1) the training time for data prepa-

ration and 2) parameter search for high-quality

models. For these two problems, this framework

incorporates a metaheurisitc, particle swarm

optimization (PSO), to facilitate the search for

the optimal setting within short training time.

PSO is one of the evolutionary computation

techniques developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in

1995 [17]. PSO adopts a strategy to search for poten-

tial solutions based on the behavior of particle

swarms which are inspired by swarm intelligence

from insects, birds and fish. Initially, PSO generates a

set of random particles in a multidimensional search

space. The position and velocity are each repre-

sented by a particle. The position indicates a

possible solution of the optimization problem and
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the velocity is used to determine the search direc-

tion. At each iteration, particles change their posi-

tions by tracking the best position of all particles

ðGbestÞ and their best positions ðPbestÞ. The velocity
and position of particle i is updated according to the

following equation:

Vkþ1
i ¼wVk

i þ Pbest � Xk
i

� �
þ c2r2 Gbest � Xk

i

� �
Xkþ1
i ¼Xk

i þ Vkþ1
i (10)

where k is the iteration index,w is the inertia weight,

c1 and c2 are the learning factors, and r1 and r2 are

both random numbers from [0,1].

The advantages of PSO are easy implementation,

it requires only a few setting parameters to be

adjusted, and it is capable of avoiding being trapped

in a local optimum solution when compared with

other evolutionary algorithms, such as the genetic

algorithm (GA).

Figure 5a illustrates the interaction between our

intensified SVM-learning and PSO. First, PSO gen-

erates a set of training parameters required for SVM

to build behavioral models. After building the train-

ing models, SVM reports model’s accuracy to PSO as

its fitness value. Based on the model’s accuracy, PSO

will breed new generations and generate better

parameters for training. This process iterates for a

specific number of generations or until achieving a

stopping criteria.

Besides PSO, this study uses a data reconstruc-

tion technique to reduce the size of the training data

and greatly improve the training time and the com-

pression ratio of models. This data reconstruction

calculates the average value of training data in each

block (see Figure 5b). The red points represent the

raw data from the extensive SPICE simulation. The

blue points illustrate the average values of each

block. After reconstruction, the size of the training

data is greatly reduced. Combining the intensified

learning with data reconstruction, the framework

can systematically find a set of high quality param-

eters to build accurate models. Furthermore, train-

ing time significantly reduces from the order of

months to the order of hours.

Automatic bounding-charge selection
Computing SER with full-spectrum charge col-

lection is still challenging, even using the new mod-

els. Therefore, to save time from too many rounds

of statistical analysis, a technique of automatic

bounding-charge selection is further proposed

to discover charges that only need to be computed

by traditional static analysis.

Figure 6 shows the mean, sigma, lower bound

ðmean� 3 � sigmaÞ, and upper bound ðmeanþ 3 �
sigmaÞ of TF distributions, which are induced by

different levels of deposited charges. Results show

that the mean of pulsewidths increases monotoni-

cally as the deposited charge increases. The larger

deposited charge also leads to a smaller sigma of its

pulsewidth. Hence, larger lower- and upper-bounds

of the TF distribution can be observed when the

level of charge collection increases.

Figure 5. (a) Intensified SVM learning with PSO.
(b) Example for data construction.

Figure 6. The mean, sigma, lower bound
ðmean� 3 � sigmaÞ, and upper bound ðmeanþ 3 � sigmaÞ
of TF distribution which are induced by different
electrical charges.
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Based on this finding, a technique of automatic

bounding charge selection is proposed to accel-

erate the overall SER estimation. For computing

overall SERs, this study only needs to consider the

distribution of a pulsewidth, which overlaps the

latching-window (see Figure 7). The pulse-width

distributions in dotted lines are entirely masked.

The pulse-width distributions in solid lines un-

doubtedly results in soft errors. In other words, when

the lower bound of a TF distribution exceeds than

the latching-window size, the SER from such distri-

bution can be replaced by the corresponding static

results. On the contrary, the SER from a distribution

in the dotted line induced by a weaker deposited

charge (its upper bound is smaller than the latching-

window size), will be masked completely and can

be ignored. Only distributions in dash lines require

statistical analysis.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for automatic

bounding charge selection. First, it chooses depo-

sited charge q to strike a gate in the circuit and then

it derives the upper and lower bounds of TF

distributions from each Flip-Flop. After estimating

the upper and lower bounds, the maximum upper

bound and minimum lower bound can be found. If

the maximum upper bound is smaller than the

latching-window size, then the minimum charge

ðQminÞ is obtained. On the other hand, the maximum

charge ðQmaxÞ is decided when the minimum lower

bound of TF distribution is greater than the latching-

window size. As a result, the algorithm only con-

siders deposited charges in the range of ½Qmin;Qmax�
for SER estimation.

ALGORITHM 1: Automatic Bounding Charge

Selection()

1 while Qmin or Qmax are undecided

2 pick a charge q

3 compute each TF dist. latched by each FF

4 MaxUpperBound ¼ maxðupper bound of

TF dist.Þ
5 MinLowerBound ¼ minðlower bound

of TF dist.Þ
6 if MaxUpperBound G latching-window size

7 Qmin ¼ q

8 if MinLowerBound > latching-window size

9 Qmax ¼ q

10 end

Experimental results
First, this section verifies the accuracy of statis-

tical cell models from the intensified SVM learning

with data reconstruction and then compares the re-

sults with [11]. Second, the SERs on four sample

circuits from Monte Carlo SPICE simulation are

compared with SERs from the proposed framework.

Last, SERs for large benchmark circuits are evaluat-

ed using this approach. Note that the proposed

framework was implemented in C++ and run on a

Linux machine with a Pentium Core Duo (2.4 GHz)

processor and 4 GB RAM. The technology used

was 45 nm, Predictive Technology Model (PTM)

and the neuron flux rate at sea-level was assumed

as 56.5 m�2s�1. In addition, the size of the latch-

ing window was set at 120 ps. Table 1 shows the

accuracy of the built models, including three

types of cells under full-spectrum charge collection.

The error rates of all proposed models are less than

those from [11] (see Table 1). The error rates of

sigma values for the generated models reduced

Figure 7. Different pulsewidth distributions versus a
latching-window size.

Table 1 Comparison of model accuracy.
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significantly from 12% to 4%. Such results state that,

the effectiveness of the intensified SVM learning and

data reconstruction collectively provide better qual-

ity models for further SER estimation.

The c17, and the other three sample circuits from

[11], were used to perform Monte Carlo SPICE sim-

ulation to validate the accuracy and efficacy of this

current method. These four, small-sized circuits

could only be affordable on our machines when

considering the extremely long Monte Carlo SPICE

simulation time for SSER analysis. For example, c17

had only seven gates, 12 striking nodes, and five

inputs and took more than three days to finish

Monte Carlo SPICE simulation.

Figure 8 visualizes SER comparison between

Monte Carlo SPICE simulation (All Q) and the pro-

posed approach (Proposed) on four benchmark

circuits. The SER using only four levels of charges

(4Q) is also shown. Based on these results, two

observations are concluded: 1) differences be-

tween the SERs induced by four levels of charges

and SERs induced by all levels of charges on i4, i6,

i18, and c17 are 36.8%, 27.5%, 22%, and 23.9%,

respectively. This result, again, proves that SERs

evaluated by only four levels of charges is under-

estimated and not accurate enough. 2) The SERs

differences between Monte Carlo SPICE simulation

(All Q) and this full-spectrum-charge SSER frame-

work (Proposed) on i4, i6, i18, and c17 are 1.0%,

0.7%, 0.9%, and 0.5%, respectively. This result proves

that the proposed framework results in accurate

SERs with the average error rate of 0.8% on bench-

mark circuits.

Finally, this framework also applies to ISCAS’85

circuits, a series of multipliers (m4 to m32) and an

AES cipher from IWLS 2005 benchmark. Table 2

shows the corresponding SERs and also includes

results from our implementations of [11] (Column

SVR impl. [11]) and [12] (ColumnMonte Carlo impl.

[12]), the selected charges range (Column Qr),

Figure 8. Soft error rate comparison between SPICE
simulation and the proposed approach.

Table 2 Experimental results of each benchmarks.
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runtime using onlyQr (Column Tr), runtime using all

levels of charges (Column Ta), runtime speed-up

between Tr and Ta (Column Ta=Tr spd), and runtime

comparison between [11], [12] and our approach

(Column Runtime comparison). The experimental

results show that the levels of deposited charges

used for analysis were reduced from 98 to 10 at the

most because of automatic bounding-charge selec-

tion. Therefore, SER estimation is accelerated with a

22.6� speedup, on average, for all circuits. Com-

pared with the Monte Carlo SPICE simulation, the

runtime results of i4, i6, i18, and c17 are all less

than 0.1 s in the proposed framework, where the

speed-up is on the order of 107.

Moreover, the runtime comparison from our

approach to [11] and [12] are also shown in Table 2.

The results indicate that our approach is faster than

these two previous approaches by 1.2� and 36.2�,
on average, for all circuits. In other words, our ap-

proach demonstrates better efficiency than these

two approaches even if our approach considers all

levels of charge collection instead of using only four

levels of charge collection in [11] and [12]. More-

over, if full-spectrum charges are considered in [11],

our approach can run approximately 30� faster

while maintaining comparable (or even better) SER

accuracy.

FOR ACCURATE SSER analysis, all levels of de-

posited charges should be considered instead of

only four levels. This paper proposes a fast-yet-

accurate SSER framework with full spectrum

charge-collection analysis. High-quality models

(with only 0.8% error rate) were built from the pro-

posed intensified SVM learning and data recon-

struction technique. Automatic bounding-charge

selection is also integrated into this framework

and enables a 22.6X speedup, on average, for bench-

mark circuits by intelligently filtering out charges

that do not need statistical analysis. h
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